Multi-armed bandit algorithms have become a reference solution for handling the explore/exploit dilemma in recommender systems, and many other important real-world problems, such as display advertisement. However, such algorithms usually assume a stationary reward distribution, which hardly holds in practice as users' preferences are dynamic. This inevitably costs a recommender system consistent suboptimal performance. In this paper, we consider the situation where the underlying distribution of reward remains unchanged over (possibly short) epochs and shifts at unknown time instants. In accordance, we propose a contextual bandit algorithm that detects possible changes of environment based on its reward estimation confidence and updates its arm selection strategy respectively. Rigorous upper regret bound analysis of the proposed algorithm demonstrates its learning effectiveness in such a non-trivial environment. Extensive empirical evaluations on both synthetic and real-world datasets for recommendation confirm its practical utility in a changing environment.
INTRODUCTION
Multi-armed bandit algorithms provide a principled solution to the explore/exploit dilemma [2, 3, 14] , which exists in many important real-world applications such as display advertisement [21] , recommender systems [18] , and online learning to rank [27] . Intuitively, bandit algorithms adaptively designate a small amount of traffic to collect user feedback in each round while improving their model estimation quality on the fly. In recent years, contextual bandit Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for components of this work owned by others than ACM must be honored. Abstracting with credit is permitted. To copy otherwise, or republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific permission and/or a fee. Request permissions from permissions@acm.org. SIGIR '18, July [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 2018 [9, 17, 18] have gained increasing attention due to their capability of leveraging contextual information to deliver better personalized online services. They assume the expected reward of each action is determined by a conjecture of unknown bandit parameters and given context, which give them advantages when the space of recommendation is large but the rewards are interrelated.
Most existing stochastic contextual bandit algorithms assume a fixed yet unknown reward mapping function [9, 11, 18, 20, 25] . In practice, this translates to the assumption that users' preferences remain static over time. However, this assumption rarely holds in reality as users' preferences can be influenced by various internal or external factors [7] . For example, when a sports season ends after a championship, seasonal fans might jump over to following a different sport and not have much interest in the off-season. More importantly, such changes are often not observable to the learners. If a learning algorithm fails to model or recognize the possible changes of the environment, it would constantly make suboptimal choices, e.g., keep making out-of-date recommendations to users.
In this work, moving beyond a restrictive stationary environment assumption, we study a more sophisticate but realistic environment setting where the reward mapping function becomes stochastic over time. More specifically, we focus on the setting where there are abrupt changes in terms of user preferences (e.g., user interest in a recommender system) and those changes are not observable to the learner beforehand. Between consecutive change points, the reward distribution remains stationary yet unknown, i.e., piecewise stationary. Under such a non-stationary environment assumption, we propose a two-level hierarchical bandit algorithm, which automatically detects and adapts to changes in the environment by maintaining a suite of contextual bandit models during identified stationary periods based on its interactions with the environment.
At the lower level of our hierarchical bandit algorithm, a set of contextual bandit models, referred to as slave bandits, are maintained to estimate the reward distribution in the current environment (i.e., a particular user) since the last detected change point. At the upper level, a master bandit model monitors the 'badness' of each slave bandit by examining whether its reward prediction error exceeds its confidence bound. If the environment has not changed, i.e., being stationary since the last change, the probability of observing a large residual from a bandit model learned from that environment is bounded [1, 9] . Thus the 'badness' of slave bandit models reflects possible changes of the environment. Once a change is detected with high confidence, the master bandit discards the out-of-date slave bandits and creates new ones to fit the new environment. Consequentially, the active slave bandit models form an admissible arm set for the master bandit to choose from. At each time, the master bandit algorithm chooses one of the active slave bandits to interact with the user, based on its estimated 'badness', and distributes user feedback to all active slave bandit models attached with this user for model updating. The master bandit model maintains its estimation confidence of the 'badness' of those slave bandits so as to recognize the out-of-date ones as early as possible.
We rigorously prove the upper regret bound of our non-stationary contextual bandit algorithm is O(Γ T √ S max log S max ), in which Γ T is the total number of ground-truth environment changes up to time T and S max is the longest stationary period till time T . This arguably is the lowest upper regret bound any bandit algorithm can achieve in such a non-stationary environment without further assumptions. Specifically, the best one can do in such an environment is to discard the old model and estimate a new one at each true change point, as no assumption about the change should be made. This leads to the same upper regret bound achieved in our algorithm. However, as the change points are unknown to the algorithm ahead of time, any early or late detection of the changes can only result in an increased regret. More importantly, we prove that if an algorithm fails to model the changes a linear regret is inevitable. Extensive empirical evaluations on both a synthetic dataset and three real-world datasets for content recommendation confirmed the improved utility of the proposed algorithm, compared with both state-of-the-art stationary and non-stationary bandit algorithms.
RELATED WORK
Multi-armed bandit algorithms [3, 4, 9, 11, 18, 20] have been extensively studied in literature. However, most of the stochastic bandit algorithms assume the reward pertaining to an arm is determined by an unknown but fixed reward distribution or a context mapping function. This limits the algorithms to a stationary environment assumption, which is restrictive considering the non-stationary nature of many real-world applications of bandit algorithms.
There are some existing works studying the non-stationary bandit problems. A typical non-stationary environment setting is the abruptly changing environment, or piecewise stationary environment, in which the environment undergoes abrupt changes at unknown time points but remains stationary between two consecutive change points. To deal with such an environment, Hartland et al. [16] proposed the γ −Restart algorithm, in which a discount factor γ is introduced to exponentially decay the effect of past observations. Garivier and Moulines [10] proposed a discounted-UCB algorithm, which is similar to the γ −Restart algorithm in discounting the historical observations. They also proposed a sliding window UCB algorithm, where only observations inside a sliding window are used to update the bandit model. Yu and Mannor [26] proposed a windowed mean-shift detection algorithm to detect the potential abrupt changes in the environment. An upper regret bound of O Γ T log(T ) is proved for the proposed algorithm, in which Γ T is the number of ground-truth changes up to time T . However, they assume that at each iteration, the agent can query a subset of arms for additional observations. Slivkins and Upfal [23] considered a continuously changing environment, in which the expected reward of each arm follows Brownian motion. They proposed a UCB-like algorithm, which considers the volatility of each arm in such an environment. The algorithm restarts in a predefined schedule to account for the change of reward distribution.
Most existing solutions for non-stationary bandit problems focus on context-free scenarios, which cannot utilize the available contextual information for reward modeling. Ghosh et al. proposed an algorithm in [13] to deal with environment misspecification in contextual bandit problems. Their algorithm comprises a hypothesis test for linearity followed by a decision to use either the learnt linear contextual bandit model or a context-free bandit model. But this algorithm still assumes a stationary environment, i.e., neither the ground-truth linear model nor unknown models are changing over time. Liu et al. [8] proposed to use cumulative sum and Page-Hinkley Test to detect sudden changes in the environment. An upper regret bound of O( √ Γ T T logT ) is proved for one of their proposed algorithms. However, this work is limited to a simplified Bernoulli bandit environment. Recently, Luo et al [22] studied the non-stationary bandit problem and proposed several bandit algorithms with statistical tests to adapt to changes in the environment. They analyzed various notions of regret including interval regret, switching regret, and dynamic regret. Hariri et al. [15] proposed a contextual Thompson sampling algorithm with a change detection module, which involves iteratively applying a combination of cumulative sum charts and bootstrapping to capture potential changes of user preference in interactive recommendation. But no theoretical analysis is provided about this proposed algorithm.
METHODOLOGY
We develop a contextual bandit algorithm for a non-stationary environment, where the algorithm automatically detects the changes in the environment and maintains a suite of contextual bandit models for each detected stationary period. In the following discussions, we will first describe the notations and our assumptions about the non-stationary environment, then carefully illustrate our developed algorithm and corresponding regret analysis.
Problem Setting and Formulation
In a multi-armed bandit problem, a learner takes turns to interact with the environment, such as a user or a group of users in a recommender system, with a goal of maximizing its accumulated reward collected from the environment over time T . At round t, the learner makes a choice a t among a finite, but possibly large, number of arms, i.e., a t ∈ A = {a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a K }, and gets the corresponding reward r a t , such as a user clicks on a recommended item. In a contextual bandit setting, each arm a is associated with a feature vector x a ∈ R d (∥x a ∥ 2 ≤ 1 without loss of generality) summarizing the side-information about it at a particular time point. The reward of each arm is assumed to be governed by a conjecture of unknown bandit parameter θ ∈ R d (∥θ ∥ 2 ≤ 1 without loss of generality), which characterizes the environment. This can be specified by a reward mapping function f θ : r a t = f θ (x a t ). In a stationary environment, θ is constant over time.
In a non-stationary environment, the reward distribution over arms varies over time because of the changes in the environment's bandit parameter θ . In this paper, we consider abrupt changes in the environment [10, 15, 16] , i.e., the ground-truth parameter θ changes arbitrarily at arbitrary time, but remains constant between any two consecutive change points:
where the change points {t c j }
j=1 of the underlying reward distribution and the corresponding bandit parameters {θ c j } Γ T −1 j=0 are unknown to the learner. We only assume there are at most Γ T − 1 change points in the environment up to time T , with Γ T ≪ T .
To simplify the discussion, linear structure in f θ u (x a t ) is postulated, but it can be readily extended to more complicated dependency structures, such as generalized linear models [9] , without changing the design of our algorithm. Specifically, we have,
in which η t is Gaussian noise drawn from N (0, σ 2 ), and the superscript * in θ * t means it is the ground-truth bandit parameter in the environment. In addition, we impose the following assumption about the non-stationary environment, which guarantees the detectability of the changes, and reflects our insight how to detect them on the fly, Assumption 1. For any two consecutive change points t c j and t c j+1 in the environment, there exists ∆ j > 0, such that when t ≥ t c j+1 at least ρ (0 < ρ ≤ 1) portion of all the arms satisfy,
Remark 1. The above assumption is general and mild to satisfy in many practical scenarios, since it only requires a portion of the arms to have recognizable change in their expected rewards. For example, a user may change his/her preference in sports news but not in political news. The arms that do not satisfy Eq (2) can be considered as having small deviations in the generic reward assumption made in Eq (1). We will later prove our bandit solution remains its regret scaling in the presence of such small deviation.
Dynamic Linear UCB
Based on the above assumption about a non-stationary environment, in any stationary period between two consecutive change points, the reward estimation error of a contextual bandit model trained on the observations collected from that period should be bounded with a high probability [1, 6] . Otherwise, the model's consistent wrong predictions can only come from the change of environment. Based on this insight, we can evaluate whether the stationary assumption holds by monitoring a bandit model's reward prediction quality over time. To reduce variance in the prediction error from one bandit model, we ensemble a set of models, by creating and abandoning them on the fly.
Specifically, we propose a hierarchical bandit algorithm, in which a master multi-armed bandit model operates over a set of slave contextual bandit models to interact with the changing environment. The master model monitors the slave models' reward estimation error over time, which is referred to as 'badness' in this paper, to evaluate whether a slave model is admissible for the current environment. Based on the estimated 'badness' of each slave model, the master model dynamically discards out-of-date slave models or creates new ones. At each round t, the master model selects a slave model with the smallest lower confidence bound (LCB) of 'badness' to interact with the environment, i.e., the most promising slave model. The obtained observation (x a t , r a t ) is shared across all admissible slave models to update their model parameters. The process is illustrated in Figure 1 .
Any contextual bandit algorithm [9, 18, 20, 25] can serve as our slave model. Due to the simplified linear reward assumption made in Eq (1), we choose LinUCB [18] . . . Figure 1 : Illustration of dLinUCB. The master bandit model maintains the 'badness' estimation of slave models over time to detect changes in the environment. At each round, the most promising slave model is chosen to interact with the environment; and the acquired feedback is shared across all admissible slave models for model update.
our proposed algorithm can be readily adapted to any other choices of the slave model. This claim is also supported by our later regret analysis. As a result, we name our algorithm as Dynamic Linear Bandit with Upper Confidence Bound, or dLinUCB in short.
In the following, we first briefly describe our chosen slave model LinUCB. Then we formally define the concept of 'badness', based on which we design the strategy for creating and discarding slave bandit models. Lastly, we explain how dLinUCB selects the most promising slave model from the admissible model set. The detailed description of dLinUCB is provided in Algorithm 1. Slave bandit model: LinUCB. Each slave LinUCB model maintains all historical observations that the master model has assigned to it. Based on the assigned observations, a slave model m gets an estimate of user preferenceθ
r a i , and I m,t is an index set recording when the observations are assigned to the slave model m up to time t. According to [1] , with a high probability 1 − δ 1 the expected reward estimation error of model m is upper bounded:
. Based on the upper confidence bound principle [3] , a slave model m takes an action using the following arm selection strategy (i.e., line 6 in Algorithm 1):
Slave model creation and abandonment. For each slave bandit model m, we define a binary random variable e i (m) to indicate whether the slave model m's prediction error at time i exceeds its confidence bound,
where ϵ = √ 2σ erf −1 (δ 1 − 1) and erf −1 (·) is the inverse of Gauss error function. ϵ represents the high probability bound of Gaussian noise in the received feedback.
According to Eq (7) in Theorem 3.1, if the environment stays stationary since the slave model m has been created, we have P(e i (m) = 1) ≤ δ 1 , where δ 1 ∈ (0, 1) is a hyper-parameter in
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Initialize 'badness' statistics of m t :ê t (m t ) = 0, d t (m t ) = 0 26: end if 27: end for B i (m, a). Therefore, if we observe a sequence of consistent prediction errors from the slave model m, it strongly suggests a change of environment, so that this slave model should be abandoned from the admissible set. Moreover, we introduce a size-τ sliding window to only accumulate the most recent observations when estimating the expected error in slave model m. The benefit of sliding window design will be discussed with more details later in Section 3.3.
, which estimates the 'badness' of slave model m within the most recent periodτ to time t, i.e., τ (m) = min{t − t m , τ }, in which t m is when model m was created. Combining the concentration inequality in Theorem 7.2 (provided in the appendix), we have the assertion that if in the period [t − τ (m), t] the stationary hypothesis is true, for any given δ 1 ∈ (0, 1) and δ 2 ∈ (0, 1), with a probability at least 1 − δ 2 , the expected 'badness' of slave model m satisfies,
Eq (5) provides a tight bound to detect changes in the environment. If the environment is unchanged, within a sliding window the estimation error made by an up-to-date slave model should not exceed the right-hand side of Eq (5) with a high probability. Otherwise, the stationary hypothesis has to be rejected and thus the slave model m should be discarded. Accordingly, if none of the slave models in the admissible bandit set satisfy this condition, a new slave bandit model should be created for this new environment. Specifically, the master bandit model controls the slave model creation and abandonment in the following way.
• Model abandonment: when the slave model m's estimated 'badness' exceeds its upper confidence bound defined in Eq (5)
, it will be discarded and removed from the admissible slave model set. This corresponds to line 18-20 in Algorithm 1.
• Model creation: When no slave model's estimated 'badness' is within its expected confidence bound, i.e., no slave model satisfieŝ
, a new slave model will be created.δ 1 ∈ [0, δ 1 ] is a parameter to control the sensitivity of dLinUCB, which affects the number of maintained slave models. Whenδ 1 = δ 1 , the threshold of creating and abandoning a slave model matches and the algorithm only maintains one admissible slave model. Wheñ δ 1 < δ 1 multiple slave models will be maintained. The intuition is that an environment change is very likely to happen when all active slave models face a high risk of being out-of-date (although they have not been abandoned yet). This corresponds to line 8, 16-17, and 22-26 in Algorithm 1. Slave model selection and update. At each round, the master bandit model selects one active slave bandit model to interact with the environment, and updates all active slave models with the acquired feedback accordingly. As we mentioned before, with the model abandonment mechanism every active slave model is guaranteed to be admissible for taking acceptable actions; but they are associated with different levels of risk of being out of date. A welldesigned model selection strategy can further reduce the overall regret, by minimizing this risk. Intuitively, when facing a changing environment, one should prefer a slave model with the lowest empirical error in the most recent period.
The uncertainty in assessing each slave model's 'badness' introduces another explore-exploit dilemma, when choosing the active slave models. Essentially, we prefer a slave model of lower 'badness' with a higher confidence. We realize this criterion by selecting a slave model according to its Lower Confidence Bound (LCB) of the estimated 'badness. ' This corresponds to line 4 in Algorithm 1.
Once the feedback (x a t , r t ) is obtained from the environment on the selected arm a t , the master algorithm can not only update the selected slave model but also all other active ones for both of their 'badness' estimation and model parameters (line 11-13 and line 15 in Algorithm 1 accordingly). This would reduce the sample complexity in each slave model's estimation. However, at this stage, it is important to differentiate those "about to be out-of-date" models from the "up-to-date" ones, as any unnecessary model update blurs the boundary between them. As a result, we only update the perfect slave models, i.e., those whose 'badness' is still zero at this round of interaction; and later we will prove this updating strategy is helpful to decrease the chance of late detection.
Regret Analysis
In this section, we provide a detailed regret analysis of our proposed dLinUCB algorithm. We focus on the accumulated pseudo regret, which is formally defined as,
where a * t is the best arm to select according to the oracle of this problem, and a t is the arm selected by the algorithm to be evaluated.
It is easy to prove that if a bandit algorithm does not model the change of environment, it would suffer from a linearly increasing regret: An optimal arm in the previous stationary period may become sub-optimal after the change; but the algorithm that does not model environment change will constantly choose this sub-optimal arm until its estimated reward falls behind the other arms'. This leads to a linearly increasing regret in each new stationary period.
Next, we first characterize the confidence bound of reward estimation in a linear bandit model in Theorem 3.1. Then we prove the upper regret bound of two variants of our dLinUCB algorithm in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.5. More detailed proofs are provided in the appendix. Theorem 3.1. For a linear bandit model m specified in Algorithm 1, if the underlying environment is stationary, for any δ 1 ∈ (0, 1) we have the following inequality with probability at least 1 − δ 1 ,
where
, σ is the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise in reward feedback, and erf(·) is the Gauss error function.
Denote R Lin (S) as the upper regret bound of a linear bandit model within a stationary period S. Based on Theorem 3.1, one can prove
. In the following, we provide an upper regret bound analysis for the basic version of dLinUCB, in which the size of the admissible slave models is restricted to one (i.e., by settingδ 1 = δ 1 ). , with probability at least
), the accumulated regret of dLinUCB satisfies,
where S max is the length of the longest stationary period up to T .
Proof.
Step 1: If change points can be perfectly detected, the regret of dLinUCB can be bounded by
. However, additional regret may accumulate if early or late detection happens. In the following two steps, we will bound the possible additional regret from early detection, denoted as R early , and that from late detection, denoted as R late .
Step 2: Define k c j as the number of early detection within this stationary period [t c j , t c j+1 ], with S c j = t c j+1 − t c j . Define p e as the probability of early detection in the stationary period, we have . Hence, with a prob-
). Considering the calculation of R Lin , when δ 2 ≤ 1
2S max
we have R early ≤ Γ T R Lin (S max ) with a probability at least (1 − δ 2 )(1 − δ 1 ). This upper bounds the additional regret from any possible early detection, and maintains it in the same order as the slave model's.
Step 3. Definek c j as the number of interactions where the environment has changed (comparing to θ * c j ) but the change is not detected by the algorithm. The additional regret from this late detection can be bounded by 2k c j (i.e., the maximum regret in each round of interaction). Define p d as the probability of detection after the change happens, we have P( . If we consider the case where the change point locates inside the sliding window τ , we may have at most another τ delay after each change point. Therefore, the additional regret from late detection can be bounded by R late ≤ Γ T τ + 4 1−δ 2 , which is not directly related to the length of any stationary period.
Combining the above three steps concludes the proof. □ Lemma 3.3 (Bound the probability of early detection). For δ 2 ∈ (0, 1) and any slave model in Algorithm 1,
The intuition behind Lemma 3.3 is that when the environment is stationary, the 'badness' of a slave model m should be small and bounded according to Eq (5). (ρ(1−δ 1 )−δ 1 ) 2 , for any slave model m in Algorithm 1, we have,
The intuition behind Lemma 3.4 is that when the environment has changed, with a high probability that Eq (7) will not be satisfied in an out-of-date slave model. It means that we will accumulate larger badness from this slave model. In both Lemma 3.3 and 3.4, δ 2 is a parameter controlling the confidence of the 'badenss' estimation in Chernoff Bound; and therefore an input to the algorithm. Remark 2 (How the environment assumption affects dLin-UCB). 1. The magnitude of environment change ∆ affects whether a change is detectable by our algorithm. However, we need to emphasize that when ∆ is very small, the additional regret from re-using an out-of-date slave model is also small. In this case, a similar scale of regret bound can still be achieved, which will be briefly proved in Appendix and empirically studied in Section 4.1. 2. We require the shortest stationary period length S min > max{
, τ }, which guarantees there are enough observations accumulated in a slave model to make an informed model selection. 3. The portion of changed arms ρ will affect the probability of achieving our derived regret bound, as we require
. ρ also interacts with S min and τ : when ρ is small, more observations are needed for a slave model to detect the changes. The effect of ρ and S min will also be studied in our empirical evaluations. Theorem 3.2 indicates with our model update and abandonment mechanism, each slave model in dLinUCB is 'admissible' in terms of upper regret bound. In the following, we further prove that maintaining multiple slave models and selecting them according to their LCB of 'badness' can further improve the regret bound. Theorem 3.5. Under the same condition as specified in Theorem 3.2, with probability at least
), the expected accumulated regret of dLinUCB up to time T can be bounded by, Proof. Define the optimal expected cumulative reward in the stationary period [t c j , t c j +1 ] according to the oracle as G * (S c j ) and the expected accumulative reward in dLinUCB as G (S c j ) .
is the expected cumulative reward from m * c j . The accumulated regret of dLinUCB can be written as,
The first term of Eq(10) can be bounded based on Theorem 3.2. DefineÑ c j (m) as the number of times a slave model m is selected when it is not the best in [t c j , 
Remark 3 (regret comparison of dLinUCB with one slave model and multiple slave models). By maintaining multiple admissible slave models and selecting one according to the LCB of 'badness' when interacting with the environment, dLinUCB achieves a regret reduction in the first part of Eq (9). Although there is additional regret introduced by switching between the best model m * and the chosen modelm, this added regret increases much slower than that resulted from any slave model (i.e., lnT v.s., R Lin (T )); and thus maintaining multiple slave models is always beneficial. Besides, the order of upper regret bound of dLinUCB in both cases is O(Γ T √ S max log S max ), which is the best upper regret bound a bandit algorithm can achieve in such a non-stationary environment [10] , and it matches the lower bound up to a Γ T log S max factor.
Remark 4 (Generalization of dLinUCB). Our theoretical analysis confirms that any contextual bandit algorithm can be used as the slave model in dLinUCB, as long as the its reward estimation error is bounded with a high probability, which corresponds B t (m, a) in Eq (7). The overall regret of dLinUCB will only be a factor of the actual number of changes in the environment, which is arguably inevitable without further assumptions about the environment.
EVALUATIONS
We performed extensive empirical evaluations of dLinUCB against several related baseline algorithms, including: 1) the state-of-the-art contextual bandit algorithm LinUCB [18] ; 2) adaptive Thompson Sampling algorithm [15] (named as adTS) which has a change detection module; 3) windowed mean-shift detection algorithm [26] (named as WMDUCB1), which is a UCB1-type algorithm with a change detection module ; and 4) Meta-Bandit algorithm [16] , which switches between two UCB1 models.
Experiments on synthetic datasets
In simulation, we generate a size-K (K = 1000) arm pool A, in which each arm a is associated with a d-dimensional feature vector x a ∈ R d with ∥x a ∥ 2 ≤ 1. Similarly, we create the ground-truth bandit parameter θ * ∈ R d with ∥θ * ∥ 2 ≤ 1, which is not disclosed to the learners. Each dimension of x a and θ * is drawn from a uniform distribution U (0, 1). At each round t, only a subset of arms in A are disclosed to the learner for selection, e.g., randomly sample 10 arms from A without replacement. The ground-truth reward r a is corrupted by Gaussian noise η ∼ N (0, σ 2 ) before being fed back to the learner. The standard deviation of Gaussian noise σ is set to 0.05 by default. To make the comparison fair, at each round t, the same set of arms are presented to all the algorithms being evaluated. To simulate an abruptly changing environment, after every S rounds, we randomize θ * with respect to the constraint |x T a θ *
| > ∆ j for ρ proportion of arms in A. We set λ to 0.1, S to 800 and ∆ to 0.9 by default. Under this simulation setting, all algorithms are executed to 5000 iterations and the parameter τ in dLinUCB is set to 200. Accumulated regret defined in Eq (6) is used to evaluate different algorithms and is reported in Figure 2 . The bad performance of LinUCB illustrates the necessity of modeling the non-stationarity of the environment -its regret only converges in the first stationary period, and it suffers from an almost linearly increasing regret, which is expected according to our theoretical analysis in Section 3.3. adTS is able to detect and react to the changes in the environment, but it is slow in doing so and therefore suffers from a linear regret at the beginning of each stationary period before converging. dLinUCB, on the other hand, can quickly identify the changes and create corresponding slave models to capture the new reward distributions, which makes the regret of dLinUCB converge much faster in each detected stationary period. In Figure 2 we use the black and blue vertical lines to indicate the actual change points and the detected ones by dLinUCB respectively. It is clear that dLinUCB detects the changes almost immediately every time. WMDUCB1 and Meta-Bandit are also compared, but since they are context-free bandits, they performed much worse than the above contextual bandits. To improve visibility of the result, we exclude them from Figure 2 and instead report their performance in Table 1 .
As proved in our regret analysis, dLinUCB's performance depends the magnitude of change ∆ between two consecutive stationary periods, the Gaussian noise σ in the feedback, and the length S of stationary period. In order to investigate how these factors affect dLinUCB, we varied these three factors in simulation. We ran all the algorithms for 10 times and report the mean and standard deviation of obtained regret in Table 1 . In all of our environment settings, dLinUCB consistently achieved the best performance against all baselines. In particular, we can notice that the length S of stationary period plays an important role in affecting dLinUCB's regret (and also in adTS). This is expected from our regret analysis: since T is fixed, a smaller S leads to a larger Γ T , which linearly scales dLinUCB's regret in Eq (8) and (9) . A smaller noise level σ leads to reduced regret in dLinUCB, as it makes the change detection easier. Last but not least, the magnitude of change ∆ does not affect dLinUCB: when ∆ is large, the change is easy to detect; when ∆ is small, the difference between two consecutive reward distributions is small, and thus the added regret from an out-of-date slave model is also small. Again the context-free algorithms WMDUCB1 and Meta-Bandit performed much worse than those contextual bandit algorithms in all the experiments.
In addition, we also studied the effect of ρ in dLinUCB by varying ρ from 0.0 to 1.0. dLinUCB achieved the lowest regret when ρ = 0, since the environment becomes stationary. When ρ > 0: dLinUCB achieves the best regret (with regret of 54.07 ± 3.95) when ρ = 1.0, however as ρ becomes smaller the regret is not affected too much (with regret of 57.59 ± 3.44). These results further validate our theoretical regret analysis and unveil the nature of dLinUCB in a piecewise stationary environment.
Experiments on Yahoo! Today Module
We compared all the algorithms on the large-scale clickstream dataset made available by the Yahoo Webscope program. This dataset contains 45,811,883 user visits to Yahoo Today Module in a ten-day period in May 2009. For each visit, both the user and each of the 10 candidate articles are associated with a feature vector of six dimensions (including a constant bias term) [18] . In the news recommendation problem, it is generally believed that users' interests on news articles change over time; and it is confirmed in this large-scale dataset by our quantitative analysis. To illustrate our observations, we randomly sampled 5 articles and reported their real-time click-through-rate (CTR) in Figure 3 (c), where each point is the average CTR over 2000 observations. Clearly, there are dramatic changes in those articles' popularity over time. For example, article 1's CTR kept decreasing after its debut, then increased in the next two days, and dropped eventually. Any recommendation algorithm failing to recognize such changes would suffer from a sub-optimal recommendation quality over time.
The unbiased offline evaluation protocol proposed in [19] is used to compare different algorithms. CTR is used as the performance metric of all bandit algorithms. Following the same evaluation principle used in [18] , we normalized the resulting CTR from different algorithms by the corresponding logged random strategy's CTR. We tested two different settings on this dataset based on where to place the bandit model for reward estimation.
The first setting is to build bandit models for users, i.e., attaching θ on the user side to learn users' preferences over articles. We included a non-personalized variant and a personalized variant of all the contextual bandit algorithms. In the non-personalized variant, the bandit parameters are shared across all users, and thus the detected changes are synchronized across users. We name the resulting algorithms as uniform-LinUCB, uniform-adTS, and uniformdLinUCB. In the personalized variant, each individual user is associated with an independent bandit parameter θ u , and the change is only about him/herself. Since this dataset does not provide user identities, we followed [25] to cluster users into N user groups and assume those in the same group share the same bandit parameter. We name the resulting algorithms as N-LinUCB, N-adTS and N-dLinUCB. To make the comparison more competitive, we also include a recently introduced collaborative bandit algorithm CLUB [12] , which combines collaborative filtering with bandit learning.
From Figure 3 (a), we can find that both the personalized and nonpersonalized variants of dLinUCB achieved significant improvement compared with all baselines. It is worth noticing that uniformdLinUCB obtained around 50% improvement against uniform-LinUCB, 15% against N-LinUCB, and 25% against CLUB. Clearly assuming all the users share the same preference over the recommendation candidates is very restrictive, which is confirmed by the improved performance from the personalized version over the non-personalized version of all bandit algorithms. Because dLinUCB maintains multiple slave models concurrently, each slave model is able to cover preference in a subgroup of users, i.e., achieving personalization automatically. We looked into those created slave models and found they closely correlated with the similarity between user features in different groups created by [25] , although such external grouping was not disclosed to uniform-dLinUCB. Although adTS and WM-DUCB1 can also detect changes, its slow detection and reaction to the changes made it even worse than LinUCB on this dataset. MetaBandit is sensitive to its hyper-parameters and performed similarly to WMDUCB1, so that we excluded it from this comparison.
The second setting is to build bandit models for each article, i.e., attaching θ on the article side to learn its popularity over time. Based on our quantitative analysis in the data set, we found that articles with short lifespans tend to have constant popularity. To emphasize the non-stationarity in this problem, we removed articles which existed less than 18 hours, and report the resulting performance in Figure 3 (b) . We can find that dLinUCB performed comparably to LinUCB at the beginning, while the adTS baselines failed to recognize the popularity of those articles from the beginning, as the popularity of most articles did not change immediately. In the second half of this period, however, we can clearly realize the improvement from dLinUCB. To understand what kind of changes dLinUCB recognized in this data set, we plot the detected changes of five randomly selected articles in Figure 3 (c) , in which dotted vertical lines are our detected change points on corresponding articles. As we can find in most articles the critical changes of ground-truth CTR can be accurately recognized. For example, article 1 and article 2 at around May 4, and article 3 at around May 5. Unfortunately, we do not have any detailed information about these articles to verify the changes; otherwise it would be interesting to correspond these detected changes to real-world events. In Figure 3 (b) , we excluded the context-free bandit algorithms because they performed much worse and complicate the plots.
Experiments on LastFM & Delicious
The LastFM dataset is extracted from the music streaming service Last.fm, and the Delicious dataset is extracted from the social bookmark sharing service Delicious. They were made availalbe on the HetRec 2011 workshop. The LastFM dataset contains 1892 users and 17632 items (artists). We treat the 'listened artists' in each user as positive feedback. The Delicious dataset contains 1861 users and 69226 items (URLs). We treat the bookmarked URLs in each user as positive feedback. Following the settings in [5] , we pre-processed these two datasets in order to fit them into the contextual bandit setting. Firstly, we used all tags associated with an item to create a TF-IDF feature vector to represent it. Then we used PCA to reduce the dimensionality of the feature vectors and retained the first 25 principle components to construct the context vectors, i.e., d = 25. We fixed the size of candidate arm pool to K = 25; for a particular user u, we randomly picked one item from his/her nonzero reward items, and randomly picked the other 24 from those zero reward items. We followed [16] to simulate a non-stationary environment: we ordered observations chronologically inside each user, and built a single hybrid user by merging different users. Hence, the boundary between two consecutive batches of observations from two original users is treated as the preference change of the hybrid user.
Normalized rewards on these two datasets are reported in Figure 4 (a) & (b) . dLinUCB outperformed both LinUCB and adTS on LastFM. As Delicious is a much sparser dataset, both adTS and dLinUCB are worse than LinUCB at the beginning; but as more observations become available, they quickly catch up. Since the distribution of items in these two datasets are highly skewed [5] , which makes the observations for each item very sparse, the context-free bandits performed very poorly on these two datasets. We therefore chose to exclude the context-free bandit algorithms from all the comparisons on these two datasets in our result report.
Each slave model created for this hybrid user can be understood as serving for a sub-population of users. We qualitatively studied those created slave models to investigate what kind of stationarity they have captured. On the LastFM dataset, each user is associated with a list of tags he/she gave to the artists. The tags are usually descriptive and reflect users' preference on music genres or artist styles. In each slave model, we use all the tags from the users being served by this model to generate a word cloud. Figure 5 are four representative groups identified on LastFM, which clearly correspond to four different music genres -rock music, metal music, pop music and hip-hop music. dLinUCB recognizes those meaningful clusters purely from user click feedback.
The way we simulate the non-stationary environment on these two datasets makes it possible for us to assess how well dLinUCB detects the changes. To ensure result visibility, we decide to report results obtained from user groups (otherwise there will be too many change points to plot). We first clustered all users in both of datasets into user groups according to their social network structure using spectral clustering [5] . Then we selected the top 10 user groups according to the number of observations to create the hybrid user. We created a semi-oracle algorithm named as OracleLinUCB, which knows where the boundary is in the environment and resets LinUCB at each change point. The normalized rewards from these two datasets are reported in Figure 4 are the actual change points in the environment and the detected points by dLinUCB. Since OracleLinUCB knows where the change is ahead of time, its performance can be seen as optimal. On LastMF, the observations are denser per user group, so that dLinUCB can almost always correctly identify the changes and achieve quite close performance to this oracle. But on Delicious, the sparse observations make it much harder for change detection; and more early and late detection happened in dLinUCB.
CONCLUSIONS & FUTURE WORK
In this paper, we develop a contextual bandit model dLinUCB for a piecewise stationary environment, which is very common in many important real-world applications but insufficiently investigated in existing works. By maintaining multiple contextual bandit models and tracking their reward estimation quality over time, dLinUCB adaptively updates its strategy for interacting with a changing environment. We rigorously prove an O(Γ T √ S T ln S T ) upper regret bound, which is arguably the tightest upper regret bound any algorithm can achieve in such an environment without further assumption about the environment. Extensive experimentation in simulation and three real-world datasets verified the effectiveness and the reliability of our proposed method.
As our future work, we are interested in extending dLinUCB to a continuously changing environment, such as Brownian motion, where reasonable approximation has to be made as a model becomes out of date right after it has been created. Right now, when serving for multiple users, dLinUCB treats them as identical or totally independent. As existing works have shed light on collaborative bandit learning [11, 24, 25] , it is meaningful to study non-stationary bandits in a collaborative environment. Last but not least, currently the master bandit model in dLinUCB does not utilize the available context information for 'badness' estimation. It is necessary to incorporate such information to improve the change detection accuracy, which would lead to a further reduced regret.
